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Chapter 6

Abstract curve graphs

In practice, distance skeletons, topologic skeletons and combinations of those are calculated
and used for picture analysis. The definition of the branching index of points on curves
in Euclidean space (introduced by Urysohn and Menger) is fundamental in curve theory.
We discuss the derivations of analogous notions such as branching index, branch element
and junction for the digital space, and we illustrate the potentials of using junctions in 3D
picture analysis. Parts of this chapter are published in (Klette 2006).

6.1 Definitions in Euclidean space

The branching index of a point on a continuous curve classifies points into isolated
points, end points, curve points and branching points. In digital space, points are
replaced by elements. We consider each 2-cell (pixel) or 3-cell (voxel) as an open
set of points in continuous space and any two elements form disjoint open sets. If
elements are connected then they share certain cells which belong to the closure of
both elements. We discuss approaches of defining the notion of branching index
of elements in the digital space. The notion of a junction will play a crucial role.
We illustrate the potentials of using junctions in 3D picture analysis focused on the
description of skeletal curves. Concepts for describing curve points in a continu-
ous space are known for more than 80 years [see (Klette and Rosenfeld 2004) for a
review]. P. Urysohn in 1923 and K. Menger in 1932 defined (independently) simple
curves (arcs) based on the notion of the branching index of points on curves (arcs).
The branching index of a point on a curve was defined as follows:

21. DEFINITION. Let p be a point, ε be a positive real, Uε(p) be the ε-neighborhood of p and
F (Uε(p)) be the frontier of Uε(p). A curve γ has branching index m (m ≥ 0) at p ∈ γ iff,
for any r > 0, there is an ε < r such that the cardinality of F (Uε(p)) ∩ γ equals m.

Figure 6.1 shows two examples where q has branching index 4 and p has branch-
ing index 2. It is obvious that the branching index of a curve point p ∈ γ in the
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Figure 6.1: F (Uε(q)) ∩ γ = 4 and F (Uε(p)) ∩ γ = 2, assuming that ε is sufficiently small.

Euclidean space is the number of crossings of a circle (with radius ε < r and cen-
ter point p) with curve γ. For all circles close enough to p, the branching index is a
constant integer value.

An isolated point has branching index 0, and an end point has branching index
1. A simple curve in the Euclidean space is a curve γ in which every point p ∈ γ

has branching index 2. A simple arc is either a curve in which every point p has
branching index 2 except for two endpoints, or a simple curve with one of its points
labeled as an endpoint. A branching point has a branching index larger than 2.

6.2 Digital curve elements

We consider curve-like structures produced by a 3D topologic thinning algorithm. A
3D curve skeleton ρ is a digital curve, which we consider with respect to 0-adjacency.
A translation of the concepts in the Euclidean space to the 3D digital space leads to
the following definitions:

• A digital curve ρ has branching index m > 0 at voxel p ∈ ρ iff exactly m 0-
adjacent voxels are elements of ρ;

• an element p ∈ ρ is regular iff p has branching index 2;

• p ∈ ρ is a branch element iff p has a branching index of at least 3;

• p ∈ ρ is an end element iff p has branching index 1;

• p ∈ ρ is a singular element iff p is either a branch element or an end element;

• the digital curve ρ in 3D space is simple iff every element in ρ is regular; and
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• ρ is a simple arc iff it is either a curve in which every element p is regular except
for two end elements e1 and e2, or a simple curve where one of its elements is
labeled to be a double1 end element.

In a 3D curve skeleton S, we may have 0-adjacent branch elements. We like to ex-
tract a graph where the nodes represent branch elements or end elements, and edges
represent digital curves. The construction of a weighted graph with centers of single
elements (cell model) as nodes would be an advantage for subsequent length mea-
surements. The branching index could be a useful tool to describe the complexity of
a curve structure in pictures. The number of 0-adjacent elements of a single element
is not an analogous concept to the definition of the branching index in continuous
space. Above definitions result into limitations of branching indices at elements
which restricts the generality of the concept. For ensuring unlimited branching in-
dices we introduce specific clusters of branch elements.

Figure 6.2: Junction with cardinality CJ = 3.

22. DEFINITION. A 0-region of branch elements of a digital curve ρ is called a junction.
The branching index of a junction J in ρ is the number of regular elements or end elements
in ρ being 0-adjacent to any one of the branch elements in J .

The cardinality of a junction CJ is the number of 0-connected branch elements. Fig-
ure 6.2 illustrates a junction which consists of three branch elements. Note that a
junction is a nonempty 0-connected set of branch elements. A single branch ele-
ment also represents a junction (CJ = 1).

1One labeled element represents two end elements e1 = e2.
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It follows that a junction has a branching index greater than 2. For example, the
branching index of the junction shown in Figure 6.2 is 3. We identify the geometric
location of a junction in the Euclidean space with its centroid. It is required for the
calculation of Euclidean distances. Let J be a junction, n be the number of branch
elements pi constituting J , with pi = (xi, yi, zi), 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The centroid c(J) of J is
a 3D point with coordinates

x =
∑n

i=1 xpi

n
, y =

∑n
i=1 ypi

n
, z =

∑n
i=1 zpi

n
(6.1)

If the junction consists of one grid element then the centroid coincides with the
center of this element.

6.3 Construction of abstract curve graphs

Complete junctions or end elements are mapped into nodes, and simple arcs are
mapped into edges of an undirected graph. The algorithms for those mappings
influence subsequent lengths measurements.

23. DEFINITION. An abstract curve graph corresponding to a digital curve ρ is an undi-
rected graph G, where a node of G represents either a junction or an end element of ρ. Two
nodes in G are connected by an edge iff the corresponding junctions or end elements are
0-connected in ρ. G is the abstract curve graph of ρ.

The abstract curve graph G is uniquely defined by the chosen adjacency (0-adjacency
in our case).

An actual mapping can be done by a labeling procedure which is divided into
two steps. The first step assign labels to all branch elements and end elements of
skeleton picture S. Branch elements pi ∈ J, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, of one junction get the same
label. Let A be an array which stores the labels and corresponding coordinates.
Object elements in S are tested in standard scan order and labels are defined as
follows:

1. Initialize label: l = 1,

2. If p is an end element (m = 1), then assign label l to p in A, increase l,

3. If p is a branch element (m > 2) and no processed 0-adjacent element of p has
a label in A then assign l to p in A, increase l,

4. If p is a branch element (m > 2) and one processed 0-adjacent element q has
already a label l in A then assign the same label l to p in A.
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Figure 6.3: Left: a skeleton (junctions are black). Right: an abstract curve graph (singular
elements are labeled).

The singular element labeling process could also start at a randomly chosen ob-
ject element p, and labels are propagated to singular elements in connected compo-
nents recursively.

The second step of the labeling process is designed in a way that all elements
of one arc between two singular elements get the same label. If a singular element
is a junction then any, not yet labeled branch element of this junction is assigned
to exactly one outgoing arc for subsequent length measurements. One option of
the arc labeling algorithm starts at the first element (registered in A) with label i.
The algorithm selects the first item in A and it issues a new label k for this starting
element, registered in another array B. It checks adjacent elements until it finds 0-
adjacent unlabeled regular elements. It labels successive 0-adjacent regular elements
with the same label k until it reaches a labeled element j in A. This element j in A

gets label k in B and represents the end element of an arc. A loop is an arc which
starts and ends in the same junction (i = j). In case of a loop, we register the last
labeled regular element in B as a new end element of an arc in A with l and we
increase l. All elements of the traversed arc get the same new label k in B. The
process continues until all object elements have a new label in B. In this way all
object elements in the skeleton picture are divided into a set of connected arcs which
are pairwise disjoint.

Figure 6.4 shows again the skeleton of Figure 6.3; different labels are represented
by different colors except the endpoints of arcs.

An undirected graph is completely defined by its adjacency matrix. Parallel to
the second labeling step, we construct this matrix. The number of rows and columns
is defined by the number of singular elements which corresponds to the value of l in
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Figure 6.4: Arcs shown in different colors.

A at the end of step 2 of the labeling process. We construct a symmetric l ∗ l matrix
M where all positions get labels of arcs which connect two singular elements. If
there is an arc between two singular elements, say i, 1 ≤ i ≤ l and j, 1 ≤ j ≤ l, then
the arc label will be inserted at (i, j) and at (j, i). If i = j then we insert 0 into the
matrix. Otherwise, we set ∞ at the corresponding positions to indicate that there is
no edge. The substitution of those arc labels by length measurements2 creates a cost
matrix which will be useful for extractions of properties.

The so constructed adjacency matrix M (or undirected graph) is uniquely de-
fined. However, the number of equally labeled voxels of a detected arc and the
length of the arc may differ depending where the algorithm starts. One reason is the
fact that the cardinality of a junction is not restricted.

2It will be discussed in the following chapter.
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6.4 Properties of junctions

The branching index in continuous space is defined for a single point p ∈ γ of a
curve γ. With above definitions we merge a set (i.e., a 0-connected region) of branch
elements into a single node in the abstract curve graph G. Theoretically, the cardi-
nality of a junction can grow without limit.

Figure 6.5: A junction with cardinality 10 and m = 9.

The cardinality of a junction can grow if the picture size or the grid resolution
grows. Let us consider Figure 6.5.

• All black cubes are branch elements with a branch index m ≥ 3, and all white
cubes are end elements (if the white cubes would be regular then the junction
would not change).

• If end element q (a cube) would share two more vertices with two more ele-
ments, then q would change into a branch element. We could continue this
process of adding two more elements to one of the new end elements. As a
consequence the junction would grow and the branching index could increase
behind any limit.

The maximum branching index for a junction with cardinality one is eight; see
Figure 6.6. We use the concept of an attachment set to separate branch elements into
two types.

24. DEFINITION. Let m be the number of elements in A0(p) and n the number of compo-
nents in the P -attachment set of p. 3

3Remember that A0(p) is the set of all 0-adjacent elements of p.
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Figure 6.6: A junction with cardinality 1 and m = 8.

• A branch element p is a proper branch element if m = n,

• A branch element p is a normal branch element if m > n.

• A junction is either a 0-region of normal branch elements, or a proper branch element.

Based on the above definition we conclude (directly from definitions and the
example in Figure 6.7) the following:

4. COROLLARY. (i) A proper branch element is a junction of cardinality one.

(ii) Two proper branch elements can be adjacent to each other.

(iii) A junction with cardinality two does not exist after topologic thinning.

This definition splits the large junction in Figure 6.5 (for example) into three dis-
joint junctions. The black elements (see Figure 6.7) represent a new junction with
cardinality eight and m = 7. Voxels p and q are disjoint junctions with m = 3 each.

This approach increases the number and the density of junctions and it prevents
junctions from growing in a certain direction. It leads to a slightly different defi-
nition of graph G. We identify the centroid of each junction J with a node in the
abstract curve graph G, and each center of a 0-connected regular element or end
element to J is a start (or end) element for the length measurement of a digital arc
between two nodes. We do not use elements in junctions with cardinality larger
than 1 as start or end elements for lengths measurements. The length between two
nodes in the graph is defined by the calculated length of the arc (using different
metrics) between two identified start or end elements plus the Euclidean distance
from the start element of the arc to the centroid of the 0-connected junction (if it is
connected to a junction) plus the Euclidean distance from the end element of the arc
to the centroid of the 0-connected junction (if it is connected to a junction).
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Figure 6.7: Three 0-connected junctions, one formed by the dark gray elements, and two
defined by single elements each (elements p and q).

We can connect the centroid of a junction with all centers of 0-adjacent regular
elements or end elements by continuous straight lines. This approach allows a di-
rect application of the classic definition of branching index from continuous space.
Similar to the global idea for EVA-algorithms4, we determine a set of continuous
curves using discrete data with the goal to use existing concepts.

6.5 Summary

The main contribution of the thesis in this Chapter are proposals for the adaption of
fundamental concepts on curves in continuous space to digital curves. We propose
new methods for the construction of abstract curve graphs which will be used for
the extraction of properties based on lengths measurements. Nodes of abstract curve
graphs are junctions or end elements, edges are arcs between 0-connected singular
elements. We demonstrate that the cardinality of junctions, defined as 0-connected
regions of branch elements, can grow without limit. For that reason we introduce a
distinction between normal branch elements and proper branch elements as a possi-
bility to restrict the cardinality of junctions. We discuss some properties of junctions
generated by topologic thinning.

4We discussed EVA-algorithms as an efficient way to compute Euclidean distance maps in Chapter 4
of this thesis.






